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ACH Overview
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EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer) is a general term designating a 
system or process for electronically transferring funds from one 
bank account to another. 

Can refer to ACH, ATMs, payment cards, and other 
electronic means for transferring funds

ACH
Refers to a specific electronic payment network 
(Automated Clearing House Network)
– Used for business, government and consumer domestic 

and international payments
– Funds are moved between bank accounts by the banks
– Payments settle within 1 day for “Classic ACH”; 

payments settle in the same day for “Same Day ACH”
– The Network is governed by Nacha

eCheck
Usually refers to a debit ACH payment, where the payment 
replaces a physical check

– The ACH Network allows businesses to convert
consumer checks into ACH debits
– Instead of clearing the check through the checking system, the 

check is converted into an ACH debit, and clears via the ACH 
Network.

– Some online payment systems refer to ACH as eCheck, 
since the payment is electronically debited from the 
checking account
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In the ACH, What is a Credit Payment? 

In a CREDIT ACH payment, the customer or buyer “pushes” funds from the 
customer/buyer’s bank account to a biller/seller’s bank account.

(Example – paying an invoice; Direct Deposit; paying bills from online banking)
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In the ACH, What is a Debit Payment? 

In a DEBIT ACH payment, the seller “pulls” funds from the customer or buyer’s 
bank account for transfer to the seller’s bank account.

(Analogy – paying with a check, where the seller then
needs to deposit the check and collect funds.) 
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The Strength of the Network
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Nacha Operating Rules & Guidelines
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The Nacha Operating Rules and Guidelines
•NACHA Operating Rules

–Board Policy Statements
–Formal Rules Interpretations 
–Summary of Revisions from 
previous year and any Supplements
–Operating Rules

•NACHA Operating Guidelines

Provides a common set of 
rules and formats

Establishes the legal foundation 
for the ACH Network

Creates certainty
and interoperability

Defines roles and 
responsibilities
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What is a Nacha rule?  Example ….

Pay a bill by phone

Buy shoes online

To use your checking account to pay a bill by phone, or make 
an online purchase (both are ACH payments), a Nacha Rule 
specifies:

• Information the biller or merchant needs to obtain
• Requirements for obtaining your authorization of the 

payment
• Data and formatting to be used
• Obligations and warranties for the biller/merchant bank, 

and your bank
• Payment information provided on your account 

statement
• Your rights to dispute
• ….. and much more …..
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Nacha Operating Rules: 
A Living Document Always Open to Change

It starts with an idea, which is submitted to the Rules and Operations Committee

The Committee—comprised of many parties representing their segment of the 
industry—reviews the idea

If it decides to pursue, then a proposal is developed with input from the technical 
community, to make sure the rule is viable and to determine a potential 
timeframe for implementation
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Nacha Operating Rules: 
A Living Document Always Open to Change

A request for public comment is issued; anyone can comment Nacha 

When the comment period closes, the Committee reviews all the responses 
received and determines if any adjustments should be made to the proposal

The proposed rule change is issued to Nacha’s Voting Membership

If approved, there is an implementation process, during which Nacha provides 
resources, tools and education to help all areas of the ACH industry understand 
what the changes mean for them
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Nacha is inclusive. 
We engage parties from across the financial spectrum.

Financial institutions including:

• Banks: commercial, retail, co-op

• Credit unions representing many 
interests including companies and 
associations, the military, 
government employees, unions

• Savings and loan associations

Providers including:

• Fintechs

• Payment processors

• Solutions providers

Organizational Users including:

• Utilities and other energy sector firms

• Insurers

• Manufacturers and retailers

• Telecommunications

• State and local governments

• Nonprofits/charities

Also:

• ACH Operators
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The ACH Network Participants
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Who are the Participants?

• Originator
• Originating Depository Financial Institution (ODFI)
• ACH Operator
• Receiving Depository Financial Institution (RDFI)
• Receiver 
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ACH Credit Payment: Entry and Funds Flow

Authorization
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ACH Debit Payment: Entry and Funds Flow

Authorization
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Contractual Hierarchy 
The ACH Operators execute agreements with depository financial institutions that bind them to the Nacha 
Operating Rules (Rules) and the ACH Operator’s rules (which include telecommunications and security 
procedures)

The Rules require ODFIs and RDFIs to execute agreements with Originators and third-parties, as applicable, 
that bind them to the Rules

The Rules require Originators to have relationships with Receivers (agreement or authorization)
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Who are the Participants?  
Originator
Party which initiates the ACH payment

Can be a:
Ø Company
Ø Government agency
Ø Consumer

Must have Authorization from the Receiver
Ø Except for Person-to-Person payments

Examples: 
Ø Utility company initiating monthly bill payments 
Ø Employer initiating Direct Deposit of employees’ 

wages

Obligations of Originators
Authorization

– Readily identifiable
– Have clear and readily understandable 

terms
– Provide that Receiver may revoke only 

by notifying Originator in manner 
specified

Debit entries to consumer accounts
– Notice of change in amount
– Notice of change in scheduled date
– Copy of debit authorization

Authorization Retention
– Retain original or copy of authorization 

for 2 years from date of termination of 
authorization

– Upon RDFI request, provide copy of 
authorization so that ODFI can provide 
to RDFI within 10 banking days
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Consumer Debit and Corporate Authorizations
Consumer Debit Authorizations

Authorization must:
– Be readily identifiable
– Have clear and readily understandable terms
– Provide for revocation (for recurring payments or payments scheduled in 

advance)

Authorization should contain:
– Express authorization language 
– Amount of transaction
– The date(s) and/or frequency of the transaction(s)
– The consumer’s account number and financial institution’s routing 

number (masked/truncated)
– Originator’s name

§ Company Name in Entry must be identifiable by the Receiver as the party 
granted authorization

“Any…authorization that is not clear and readily 
understandable as to its terms…does not satisfy the 
requirements..” 

Corporate Authorizations
Required terms are not explicitly stated 
in the Rules.

Authorization may be part of trade 
agreement, or whatever form both 
parties agree to.
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Who are the Participants? 
Originating Depository Financial Institution (ODFI)

The Financial Institution which originates the ACH 
payment into the ACH Network after receiving 
payment instructions from an Originator

Warrants that each transaction is correct and 
authorized

There must be an agreement between the ODFI and 
the Originator that, at a minimum, binds the 
Originator to the Nacha Operating Rules

Excludes Consumer Originators – i.e., no ACH-
specific agreement necessary for initiating 
person-to-person payment

ODFI must also act as an RDFI

The ODFI is responsible for ensuring the following:
– All entries comply with the Nacha Operating Rules, 

including proper authorization and contain appropriate 
information

§ Transmitting credit entries into the ACH Network in 
a timely manner

§ Ensuring that debit entries satisfy an obligation or 
correct an error

– Originator or Third-Party Sender is permitted to originate 
entries

§ Agreement required
– Banking information is securely transmitted
– Originator meets proper requirements for data security 
– Must perform risk management

§ Assess and monitor nature of ACH activity, 
establish & enforce exposure limits

– Compliance audit requirements are met

…among other warranties…
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Who are the Participants?  
ACH Operator
ACH Operator
Central clearing facility for the Financial 
Institutions
ACH Operator agrees to adhere to the Nacha 
Operating Rules
There are 2 ACH Operators

– Federal Reserve 
– The Clearing House (TCH)

Both can be involved in a payment
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Who are the Participants? 
Receiving Depository Financial Institution (RDFI)
The Financial Institution which receives an 
ACH payment for posting to the Receiver’s 
account

RDFI has ability to return entries but must 
do so within the proper timeframes and 
adhere to other requirements

Does not have to act as an ODFI

RDFI Obligations
RDFI may:

Ø Rely on Account Number only
– RDFI not required to “check the name”
– RDFI not liable if Originator uses incorrect account number
– If an Originator sends a payment in error, RDFI not required to 

return
Ø Rely on Standard Entry Class Codes
Ø Request copies of authorizations

RDFI must:
Ø Verify prenotification entries and respond, if 

appropriate
Ø Honor stop payments orders provided by Receivers
Ø Meet posting requirements
Ø Provide record of payment to Receiver

– Corporate Receiver Remittance Data
– Consumer Accounts – Regulation E requirements
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Who are the Participants?  
Receiver
Receiver
Party which receives the ACH payment to its account
Typically, has authorized the Originator to initiate the 
ACH entry
May be a(n):

– Individual 
– Company, or
– Government agency
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Standard Entry Class (SEC) Codes
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The use of the ACH Network has evolved over time via 
Standard Entry Class (SEC) Codes

• Three-letter acronym to identify the ACH transaction type
• Distinguishes:

– Corporate from consumer payments 
– Key aspects surrounding the initiation of the ACH payment 

(telephone, Internet or mobile, conversion of a paper check, at the 
point-of-sale, etc.)

• Indicator that certain provisions of the Rules, risk management 
practices, and/or legal requirements apply to the transaction
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Standard Entry Class (SEC) Codes
Consumer

CIE MTE POS PPD

RCK SHR TEL WEB

Non-consumer

CCD CTX

Both Consumer & Non-Consumer

ARC BOC IAT POP

TRC TRX

Other

ACK ADV ATX COR

DNE ENR XCK
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Types of Authorizations

Written

Notice

Similarly Authenticated Oral

• Single-Entry — one-time transfer of funds initiated by an 
Originator based on the Receiver’s authorization for a 
single ACH entry to the Receiver’s account

• Recurring Entry — entry that has been set up to occur, 
based on the Receiver’s authorization, at regular intervals 
without any additional intervention by the Receiver

• Standing Order – New in September!

Corporate Receiver Consumer Receiver
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ACH Exceptions
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Return Reasons

The Nacha Operating Rules have an extensive list of Return Reason Codes; types of returns 
include:

– NSF/Uncollected Funds
– Account Closed
– Invalid Account Number
– Stop Payment
– Account Frozen
– Unauthorized
– Field Errors
– See Appendix 4 of the Nacha Operating Rules for complete listing
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ACH Return Flow
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Return Time Frames

Standard return time frame – “return entry must be received by RDFI’s ACH Operator by its 
deposit deadline for the return to be made available to the ODFI no later than opening of 
business on second banking day following settlement date of original entry” or 2 days

Extended return – “…no later than opening of business on the banking day following the 
60th calendar day following settlement date…” used mainly for unauthorized consumer 
debit entries

Use of Same Day ACH windows allows for faster processing of returns, regardless 
of whether the forward transaction is a same-day transaction 
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Unauthorized Entries

Consumer Claim
– Consumer SEC Codes

§ Allowance for corporate SEC Code paid from consumer account
– Extended return timeframe applies

§ Account re-credit requirements

– Regulation E / ACH Rules
– Receiver Written Statement of Unauthorized Debit
– Does not apply to dissatisfaction with goods or services

Corporate Claim
– Standard return timeframe 
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ACH Reversals
An Originator or ODFI may originate a Reversal 
Entry to correct an Erroneous Entry sent to a 
Receiver’s account.

– Reversal must be within 5 banking days of 
Erroneous Entry

– Cannot be dated earlier than the Erroneous Entry
– A reasonable attempt must be made to notify the 

Receiver by the settlement date of the Reversal 
Entry

A Reversing File may be sent by an Originator or 
ODFI if it has originated an Erroneous File.

– Must be originated within 5 banking days of the 
Erroneous File, and within 24 hours of discovering 
the error, and

– Must be originated in conjunction with a Correcting 
File, unless the Erroneous File was a duplicate.

– Erroneous File is defined as a file containing 
Erroneous Entries.

An Erroneous Entry is one that:
– Is a duplicate entry
– Orders payment to/from an entity different 

than intended
– Is in an amount different than intended
– Is a direct deposit PPD credit for which a 

check was also issued
v Is a debit that was issued earlier than 

intended or a credit that was issued later 
than intended (update to Nacha Rule coming 
June 2021)
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Prenotification Entry – Account Validation

A non-dollar entry that may be sent through the ACH Network by an Originator to alert an RDFI that a live-dollar 
transaction will be forthcoming and that validation of the Receiver’s account number is required

Originator must wait 3 banking days after prenote before sending live dollar entry

Optional for Originators
– Meets supplemented requirements for WEB debit entries

– https://www.nacha.org/content/account-validation-resource-center

RDFI Warranty
– Verify the validity of account number ONLY, not ownership
– Return or Notification of Change if incorrect
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Recent and Upcoming Nacha Rules
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Upcoming Nacha Rules Find details, impacts, 
FAQs, and more on 
upcoming Nacha Rules
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Recent/Upcoming Effective Dates

Same Day ACH Quality and Risk Meaningful Modernization

January 1, 2021 Enforcement (Egregious, Class 3)

March 19, 2021 Same Day ACH 
Extended Hours

Commercially Reasonable Fraud Detection for WEB 
Debits

April 1, 2021 Unauthorized Entry Fee will be applied to R11

June 30, 2021 Account Information Security Requirements (Phase 1)
Reversals
Limitation on Warranty Claims

September 17, 
2021

Standing Authorizations, Oral Authorizations, Other 
Authorization Changes, Alternative to Proof of 
Authorization, Electronic/Oral WSUDs

March 18, 2022 Dollar limit 
increased to $1M

June 30, 2022 Account Information Security Requirements (Phase 2)
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The Rules Implementing in 2021
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The Rules Implementing in 2021

Watch for additional 
educational opportunities 

focused on Meaningful 
Modernization
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Nacha Rule Requests for Comments and Rules News

Nacha wants your input!
Be a part of the rule making 
process by responding to 
Requests for Comments to 
proposed rules.

Stay up to date on Nacha 
Rules by signing up for 
Rules News.
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Important Resources
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Thank you!

amorris@nacha.org
ACH Rules for Corporates Resource Center: 
https://www.nacha.org/content/ach-resources-during-
coronavirus-pandemic
ACH Rules for Corporates Resource Center:  
www.nacha.org/corporates 
ACH Supports Businesses: https://www.nacha.org/business
ACH Quick Start Tool: https://www.nacha.org/quick-start-tool
Account Validation Resource Center 
https://www.nacha.org/AVResources  
New and upcoming ACH Rules and Requests for Comment 
(RFC) https://www.nacha.org/OperatingRules
Sign up for Rules News  https://www.nacha.org/RulesNews
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